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EOFS Current Governance and Members

EOFS President:
• Frank Baetke (acting for HPE)

EOFS Vice-President:
• Jacques-Charles Lafoucriere (CEA)

Directors of the Administrative Council:
• Hugo R. Falter (ParTec CCC GmbH)
• Peter Jones (DDN/Whamcloud)

Members of the Administrative Council:
• Eric Monchalin (Bull/Atos)
• Jacques-Charles Lafoucriere (CEA)
• Thomas Stibor (GSI)
• Frank Baetke (acting for HPE)
• Johann Lombardi (Intel)
• Arndt Bode (LRZ)
LUSTRE® in HPC and Big Data: Status, New Features and Roadmap

Chair
Frank Baetke, EOFS
Co-Chair
(Sarp Oral, OpenSFS/ORNL)

Event Type: Birds of a Feather (BoF) 1h
Date/Time: Monday, June 17, 4pm – 5pm
Location: ISC 2019, Room: Kontrast
Thank You!